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RIPARIAN VEGETATION ALONG THE MIDDLE SNAKE RIVER, IDAHO,
ZONATION, GEOGRAPHICAL TRENDS, AND HISTORICAL CHANGES
Mark D. Dixon1,2 and

\tV,

Carter Johnson]

AnSTRAcr.-A baseline study was conducted on fln 83·km free.flowing reach of the Snake River between Swan Falls
Dam and the Idaho-Oregon border. The research had 2 I.:omponents: (1) field characteri7.ation and inventory of existing
riparian Hora, vegetation, and environment (soils, topography, streamHow), and (2) determination and mapping, using a
geographic information system, of historic changes in riparian vegetation based on a time series (1938-39, 1957. 1969,
1987) of aerial photographs.
The flora was diverse, with 185 species of vascular plants identified, 63 of which were exotics. Vegetation wns structured vertically along the riverbank gradient into lifeform-defined habitat types: emergent. riparian shrub-forb, tree,
trdnsitional grass-shrub, and upland. Riverbank seepuge, probably of agricultural origin, blurred wuation patterns on
.~ome .~ites and added species to the overall nora. Upstream-downstream dillerences existed in the physical characteristics and vegetation of river subrcaches.
Coverage of ripalian woodland, island riparian and total riparian vegetation, and area of islands i.nereased since the
1930s, with the greatest changes inlhe 1969-1987 interval. Possible contributing factors were (1) significant declines in
annual minimum fluws since the 1950s, (2) decrease.~ in peal: flows following completion of Swan Falls Dam and some
upstream dams since the 1920s, (3) introduction and spread of e."(otic tree species (Elaeagnus Q71f,'UStifolia and TarnariJ:
spp.), and (4} possible effects of intensive agriculture on riVeT sediment load and soil nutrients. The introduction and
proliferation of purple loosestrife (Lythrum salicaria) could have considerdblc future effects on vegetation-channel
dynamics in the middle Snake River.

Key words: exotic species, GIS, Lylhrum .~aliC'd.ria, vegetation dynamics, landscal>e dWflge.

Rivers are the lifeblood of the semiarid
western United States, providing water for
irrigation, livestock, hydroelectric power, and
recreation (Thomas et al. 1979, Graf 1985).
Rivers and their associated riparian wnes also
provide valuable habitat for fish and wildlife
species, enhancing biodiversity at local and
regional scales (Odum 1979, Knopf et al. 1988,
Naiman et al. 1993). This diversity of uses
stretches the ability of western rivers to sus·
tain all demands, creating conflicts among djf~
ferent reSQun.:e users. As a result, riparian ecosystems throughout much of the West have
been modified through alterations in riverine
flow regime and geomorphic processes through
dam operation (Nadler and Schumm 1981,
Rood and Mahoney 1990, Johnson 1991, 1992);
immersion by reservoir construction (Ohmal't
et al. 1988); damage from excessive livestock
use (Kauffman and Krueger 1984) or human
recreation (Ohmart et aI. 1988); clearing for
agriculture (Hoar and Erwin 1985), industry,
residential areas, and road-building (Ohmart
et al. 1988); and invasion by exotic plant species

(Christensen 1962, 1963, Horton 1977, Graf
1978, Blackburn et al. 1982, Knopf and Olson
1984, Brotherson and Field 1987, Howe and
Knopf 1991, Brock 1994).
The Snake River, like most other large
western rivers, has undergone major modifications and is at the center of water-use controversy (Palmer 1991, Anglin et al. 1992, Kjelstrom 1992). Since the mid-1BOOs parts of the
Snake River plain have been transformed from
sagebrush cold desert to thriving agriculture
through irrigation. A series of mainstem dams
on the river impound water for irrigation storage and hydroelectric power generation. The
Snake River also has important biotic resources.
The Snake Rjver Birds of Prey Conservation
Area (SRBPCA) contains the highest concentration of noncolonial nesting raptors of any
location in the world (Kochert and Pellant
1986). Lower reaches of the river are an
essential migratory route for the endangered
Snake River chinook salmon, and important
fisheries exist along several sections of the river
for white sturgeon, a species of concern (Anglin

l~rtment ofHDrtil:\lltmc, H>reslry, I...andsc..pe, ami

Pub. South Dakota State Uniwrsily, Hrookinj;s, SO 57007.
2l"reseolt address: o"partm.,nt of Zoology. Uniwrnty ofWboonsi", MadUon. WI 53106.
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et al. 1992). Islands in the river provide nesting areas for geese and ducks, as well as for
colonial wading birds and gulls. Finally, the
river provides a green band of riparian shrub
and woodland habitat in an otherwise arid
landscape.
Despite the economic and biotic resources
of the Snake River, surprisingly little research
has been conducted on its ecology. This paper
provides baseline ecological information on
the riparian zone of the middle Snake River
from Swan Falls Dam downstream to the IdahoOregon border. The research had 2 components: (1) field characterization and inventory
of the existing riparian vegetation and envi~
ronment, and (2) determination and mapping
of historic changes in riparian vegetation
based on a time series of aerial photographs,
using a geographic information system (GIS).
This illfonnation was needed to make an initial assessment of the effects of possible flow
reductions on the composition and distribution of riparian vegetation and on the integrity
of islands used by nesting waterfowl (Johnson
et al. 1995).
STUDY AREA
The study area is an 83-km section of the
Snake River from Swan Falls Dam to the
Idaho-Oregon border (Fig. 1). This section is
part of the longest free-flo,,~ng stretch of the
river, beginning at Swan Falls Dam and continuing to Brownlee Resenroir approximately
185 km downstream. Most of the islands in
this section lie within the Deer Flat National
Wildlife Refuge and the SRBPCA. Except for
the SRBPCA, most of the mainland banks are
privately owned.
Swan Falls Dam, begun in 1901 and completed by 1918, is the oldest dam on the Snake
River. Several much larger reservoirs occur
upstream of the study area, including American Falls (completed in 1927) and Palisades
(completed in 1957). Both reservoirs have storage capacities of > 1.4 million acre-feet (1.7
billion m 3 ; Brennan et al. 1996).
The study area lies within the ColumbiaSnake River Plateau Physiographic Province
of the northern Great Basin or Intermountain

region, characterized by hot, dry summers and
cold winters (West 1981). Native upland vegetation is intermountain sagebrush steppe and

intermountain salt-desert shrubland (Kuchler

19

1964, West 1981) dominated by big sagebrush
(Artemisia tridentata), rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus spp.), greasewood (Sarcobatus vermiculatus), fOUlwing saltbush (Atriplex canescens),
Great Basin wild rye (Elymus cinereus; botanical nomenclature follows Hitchcock et al.
1955-1969 or Great Plains Flora Association
1986). Many exotic species, in particular cheatgrass (Bromus tectarum), have become dominant in this region. 'VVoody riparian vegetation

in the study area is dominated by coyote
willow (Salix exigua subsp. exigua), peachleaf
willow (Salix amygdaloides), Russian olive
(Elaeagnus angustifolia), and tamarisk or saltcedar (Tamarix spp.).
Topography and surficial geology change
longitudinally through the study area (Kjelstrom 1992). For the first several kilometers
downstream from Swan Falls, the river is con-

strained by steep canyon walls topped with
basalt, rising up to 200 m above the river. The
canyon widens out near Guffey Bridge (north
of Murphy, Fig. 1), where the first islands in
Deer Flat National Wildlife Refuge begin.
Downstream from Guffey Bridge the river
widens and decreases in gradient. Parts of the

river and surrounding plain are bordered by
canyon walls (generally the north side) up to
the town of Marsing. From Marsing to the
Idaho-Oregon border the river is not canyon-

walled but is bounded by relict terraces shaped
by the catastrophic Bonneville Flood event,
15,000 B.P (Othberg 1994).
Because of these longitudinal gradients
(upstream-downstream), the study area was
divided into 4 reaches, each containing 10
sample cross sections for vegetation sampling

and hydrologic analysis. The first reach (canyonwalled area) covers the 18 km downstream
from Swan Falls Dam, ending just beyond
Guffey Bridge (Fig. 1). Reach 2 covers the next
22 km to a location between Walters Ferry and
Marsing. Reach 3 covers the next 20 km to

Marsing, and reach 4 covers the 23 km from
Marsing to the Idaho-Oregon border.
Human impacts on the riparian zone and
bordering uplands vary across the study area,
with land cover by intensive agriculture and
residential development increasing progressive-

ly downstream. Livestock grazing has probably been a pervasive feature throughout the
area for almost 300 yr, intensifYing with settlement by white immigrants around the 1860s
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Fig. 1. Map of the study area delineating study reaches (adapted from Kjelstrom 1992).

(Yensen 1980), Current land use is dominated
by irrigated agriculture, pasture and open
range grazing, and residential development.
Recreational uses of the river include fishing,
hunting, and boating, especially in the downstream reaches.

METHODS

Vegetation Sampling
We sampled riparian vegetation along 40
river cross sections 20 June--17 September
1990, Sites were chosen randomly within each

1999]
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2-km segment of the river Irom cross sections
previously surveyed and monumented by the
United States Geological Survey (USGS; KjeJstrom 1992). USGS cross sections occnrred at
approximately 0.3-km intervals throughout the
study reach. Sites severely disturbed by human
activities were not selected. Transects began
in shallow water and extended np the bank
until reaching upland vegetation (shrub-steppe
or hunlan-dcveIoped).
To avoid areas where vegetation had been
disturbed by the USGS survey, we oflset the
vegetation transect approximateJy 10 m from
the USGS cross section. We sampled the herb
layer « 1 m tall) in continuons (1 m x 1 m)
quadrats (except across some flat island surfaces on which quadrats were sampled at intervals). The 2 dominaot (on the basis of cover)
herbaceous species and all species of tree seedlings were recorded in each quadrat. Percent
cover of lamarisk seedlings and purple loosestrife (Lythrum salicarla) was estimated to the
nearest 10% (with a 1% category for trace coverage) separately witlJin each quadrat.
We classified each quadrat in the field as 1
of 5 vegetation types (Johnson et a!. 1995)
based on the bank/gradient position of the
quadrat and composition and physiognomy of
vegetation. TYpes were emergent/ephemeral,
riparian shrub-forb, tree, transitional grassshrub, and upland vegetation. For each site we

noted signs of past disturbance and the presence of surface moisture from bank seepage.
Shrub layer cover was m~'lSured along the
main transect and on 2 parallel tr::msects offset

3 m to each side. Shrubs were defined as
woody vegetation> 1 m in height and with a
basal h'unk diameter < 10 em. The presence of
shrub cover vertically intersecting each transect was recorded by species along each m.
We quantified density and basal area of
trees (>10 em diameter) within a belt transect
centered on the main transect. When large
numbers of trees were present, we used a nar-

rOwer (10- or 2O-m-wide) bel~ when trees were
sparse. a 4O-m-wide belt. Trunk diameter was
measured at or near the base of the tree but
above any basal swelling. Individual trunks that
were sepamted at growld level were treated as
separate trees.

21

us to relate positions on the vegetation tran·
sect to the USGS cross section and to water
surface elevation estimate.." for diHerent flows.
AU elevations were later scaled relative to

water surface elevation (WSE) at a discharge of
339 ems (11,974 cfs), the annual mean discharge for the previous 25 yr (1966--1990 inclusive) at the USGS gage near Murphy, Idal,o
(Earthlnfo 1991). This provided a common
reference flow and a basis for comparison of
elevations across sites and sampling dates.
Water surface elevation at mean discharge was

estimated by modeling tho relationship of river
stage to ditJerent discharge levels for each Cross
section (Kjelstrom 1992, Auble et aJ. 1994,
Johnson et al. 1995). Flows during the summer of 1990 when fieldwork was conducted
averaged 196 ems (mean of mean monthly
flows for June-September 1990), substantially
lower than the 25-yr mean annual discharge.
Soil Sampling and Analysis
Using an 8.3-cm bucket augel; we took soil

cores at depths of 0-20 em and 20-40 em at
2-m intervals along each vegetation transect.
Soil samples were analyzed for pH; percent
organic matter; nitrate-nitrogen, phosphorus,
and potassium concentrations (ppm); and
salinity (mmho/cm). Texture was assessed by
hand as fine, medium, or coarse. For statistical

analyses, we used only 3 cores (upper, middle,
and lower slope positions) per bank, with data
from the 2 depths combined (averaged).
Organic matter (readily oxidizable) was
determined using a loss-on-ignition procedure

and nitrate-nitrogen by a colorimetric method
utilizing salicylic acid (USDA 1996), since
high salt levels interfered with electrode readings for nitrogen. Available phosphorus was
estimated colorimetrically using the Bray and
Kurtz no. 1 extraction with a LIO (w/v) soil-tosolution ratio, and available potassium by extraction with ammonium acetate and a flame
emission lest. Measurements of pH were made
with a glass electrode using a LI (w/v) soil-towater rdtio on a stined sample. Soluble salts
were estimated using a conductivity cell and a
1:1 soil-to-water extract.
.Riverbed Sediment Sampling

We surveyed the elevation of the water sur-

We collccted a total of 154 samples of river-

face, the center of each quadrat, and reference
posts of known elevation from the USGS cross
sections (to tJ,e nearest 0.003 m). This enabled

bed substrate near 45 cross sections. Samples
were colJected within several meters of the
riverbank using a hand spade. Data from

22
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multiple samples or samples at different depths
(surface or subsurface) at individual banks were
averaged to yield 86 samples for statistical

0.05) narrower and deeper, with steeper gradient, than reaches further downstream (Table 1),
Also, the proportion of mainland banks with

analysis,
The particle size distribution of each sam-

seepage increased downstream. Seeps formed

ple was determined by passing the sample
through sieves. Sieve sizes (in mm) and particle size classes were delineated as follows:
<0,0625, silt; 0,0625-2,0, sand; 2,0-64,0, gravel;
64,0-256.0, cobble; and> 256.0, boulders. The
D50, or particle diameter at which 50% of the
sample (by mass) would be retained and 50%
passed, was estimated by visually interpolat-

sides moist from subsurface seepage to areas
with flowing irrigation return water. Seeps

ing from the particle size distribution curves.

Current and Past Vegetation
Coverage
Aerial photographs from the years 1938-39
(b/w), 1957 (b/w), 1969 (b/w), and 1987 (false
color) were obtained for the study area. All
photographs were printed at a scale of 1:7920
from an original scale of 1:20,000 and 1:40,000
for the 1938-1969 and 1987 photographs,
respectively. Most photographs were taken
during the growing season (leaf on). Flows at
the Murphy gage ranged from 159 to 232 ems
for the 1987 series, 408 ems for 1969, 204 to
225 ems for 1957, and 203 to 305 ems for
1938-39,
Land and water cover extending to 0.4 km
beyond the outer banks was digitized from the
1987 color infrared photographs. For older
black-and-white photographs, we delineated
and digitized only riverine and riparian cover
types. The narrowness of riparian vegetation
usually precluded distinguishing elevational
zones. Cover types were assigned based on
the dominant vegetation along a bank segment.

Photograph coverages were digitized using
the PC ARC/INFO (ESRl 1991) Geographic
Information System (GIS). Areal coverage of
the different habitat types was tallied within
the 4 reaches of the river and compared among
the 4 photographic dates. Accuracy of habitat
classifications was checked in the field (Johnson et a!' 1995).
RESULTS

Physical Characteristics

Physical characteristics of the river channel
and banks change significantly from reach 1 to
the reaches further downstream. River cross
sections in reach 1 averaged significantly (P <

a heterogeneous category varying from hill-

were not found on any reach 1 sites, yet were
present on 38% of the mainland banks in the
lower 3 reaches (Table 1), Size of the bed
material generally decreased downstream also,
with significantly higher silt content and lower
D50 (median particle size by weight) in reach
4 sites than reach 1. Median particle size was
in the gravel size range (2.0--64.0 mm diameter) for all reaches except reach 4.
Quantities of most soil nutrients, salts, and
organic matter were higher in reaches 2-4

than reach 1 and appeared to be highest in
reach 4 (Table 2). Concentrations were generally higher on mainland banks than on island
banks; within mainland banks, concentrations

were higher on sites identified as seeps than
on nonseeps (Table 3).
Hydrologic Record
Mean daily flows averaged 316 ems on an
annual basis over 77 yr of record (1914-1990)
for the Murphy gage (Fig. 2). The mean annual
peak flow was 667 ems, and the mean annual
minimum flow was 182 ems. Annual minimum
and maximum flows varied approximately over

a 4-fold range on average, and a lO-fold range
for the minimum (128 ems) and maximum
(1305 ems) daily flows of the 77-yr record.
Minimum flow shows a significant, yet weak,
negative correlation with year of record (R =
-0.35, P = 0,0019). However, the flow record
suggests an increase in minimum flows until

the 1950s, with decreases thereafter (Fig. 2),
Minimum flows were positively associated
with year of record from 1914 to 1957 (R =
0.72, P = 0,0001), but negatively associated
from 1958 to 1990 (R = -0.70, P = 0.0001).
This shift in minimum flows coincides with

the completion of Palisades Reservoir, far
upstream in eastern Idaho, in 1957 (Brennan
et a!' 1996). Minimum flows were particularly
low from the early 1970s to present day, with
16 of the 20 lowest annual minimum flows on
record occurring between 1973 and 1990.
Peak flows may have declined from the predam to early post-dam period. The 4 highest
annual peak flows all occurred in the first 8 yr
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TABLE 1. Physical characteristics of the 4 study reaches, based on 10 sampled cross sections in each. Within a column, different letters designate significant differences from
ANOYA and least squares means (SAS Institute 1985) pairwise comparisons (P:::; 0.05).
Riverbed sediments* *

% seep

Reach

Stream
gradient
(mJ1<m)

banks

N

1

0.63

0

10

,

main

%

%

%

silt

sand

gravel

D50 (mm)

1.8 + 0.6
(0.6)'

42.8 + 12.6

51.9 + 12.7

20.5 + 81
(16.3)'

(16.3)

(67.0)

Mean max. ***

Mean channel*"'*

depth ± Sj"
(m)

width ±Sy
(m)

6.55 ± 1.19a

136.9 + 17.0a

en

,.Z

''""

-'"'"
<:

2

3

0.36

0.20

30

50

18

13

0.26

35

45

0.33

29

86

29.7+7.6
(17.7)

65.7 ± 8.7
(72.9)

17.0 + 3.7
(13.4)'

3.35 + 0.36 b

264.4 + 32.1b

52.0±4.7
(57.1)

37.8 + 5.7
(27.5)

7.1 + 1.4

3.35 + O.34b

46.6 + 9.5

(24.9)

4.0 + 1.8

10.2 + 1.8

(6.4)b

ALL

212.7 + 18.1 b

46.8 + 8.7

(1.6)"
4

3.30 ± O.43b

(59.2)

10.1± 2.3
(1O.2),b

5.0 + 1.5
(1.0),b

7.2 ± 1.1
(2.5)

46.4+3.6
(35.0)

45.5 + 4.1

(58.3)

z

242.1 + 22.0 b

(0.5)b
10.8 + 1.5
(5.8)

'"
-'"i:!
-,.'"

4.14+0.39

214.1 + 13.5

t$

":;!'"

...;

0

Z

"'Distances and elevations estimated from Kjelsuom (1992).
**Meum ± $1 and mcdian~ (in parentheses) of sediment characteristics. Medians compared via ANOVA on ranked data. The model included REACH, SITE(REACH), and lANDFORM (island or mainland). Reach differences were tested via
least squares means procedure OJ) ranks using SITE(REACH) as the error tenn.
*uMean maximum depth and mean channel width compared among reaches via I-way ANOVA and least square.. means procedure (SAS Instirnte 1985).
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TABLE 2. Means ± s'{ and medians (in parentheses) of soil characteristics by reach. Organic matter (% OM) expressed
as percent of sample by weight; nitrate-nitrogen (N0 3-N), phosphorus (P), and potassium (K) expressed as ppm; SALTS
(conductivity) expressed as mmha/em. Comparisons of medians were made via ANOVA'" and least squares means (SAS
Institute 1985) on ranked data. Within rows, different letters represent significant differences (P:::; 0.05) in pairwise compansons.

Reach
Soil
characteristic

2

I
(N

~

73)

(N

~

3
84)

(N

~

4
75)

(N

~

76)

2-4 combined
(N ~ 235)

1.40 + 0.20
(1.00)'

1.56 + 0.12
(1.28)ab

1.66 ± 0.16
(1.25)">

1.89 ± 0.15
(1.60)h

1.70 ± 0.08
(1.40)*'

N03-N***

13.84 + 2.56
(6.20)"

15.93 + 2.93
(B.05),h

23.97 + 6.56
(1O.20)b

21.B9 + 4.38
(B.2D)b

20.42 + 2.73
(8.60)"

P

15.51 + 1.89
(10.50)

16.41± 1.96
(11.50)

19.87 ± 2.49
(11.50)

26.10 + 6.95
(10.00)

20.65 + 2.49
(11.00)

K

498.4± 71.0
(290.0)'

737.2 ± 96.4
(365.0)b

756.8 + 157.0
(450)b,

712.8 + 69.1
(526.3)'

735.6 + 64.5
(435.0)**

pH

8.17± 0.04
(8.10)

8.22 ±0.06
(8.10)

8.20 ±0.05
(810)

8.29 ± 0.07
(8.20)

8.24± 0.03
(B.10)

SALTS

1.55 + 0.28
(1.10)"

2.92+ 0.42
(1.7)b

2.98 + 0.51
(1.30)b

3.01 + 0.40
(1.90)b

2.97 + 0.26
(1.5)'*

%OM

"Iwo"way fi~ed-effects ANOVA model included REACH nnd SLOPE (slope position: lowe!; middle, upper) as factor•.
~*Dirf~,,"t;:nce hetween re,tdl 1 ,md combin<ltion of reoches 2--4 is statistically signiflcanl (p ~ 0.05).
..up"" 0,054 for NOJ-N ANOVA model.

Means ± Sx and medians (in parentheses) of soil characteristics on nonseep main banks, seep main banks, and
island banks. Organic matter (% OM) expressed as percent of sample by weight; nitrate-nitrogen (NOTN), phosphorus
(P), and potassium (K) expressed as ppm; SALTS (conductivity) expressed as mmho/cm. Comparisons of medians were
made via ANOVA* and least squares means (SAS Institute 1985) on ranked data. Within rows, different letters represent
significant differences (P:O::; 0.05) in pairwise comparisons.
TABLE 3.

Landform
Seep
(N ~ 67)

Island
(N ~ 77)

2.24 + 0.21
(1.80)b

1.17 + 0.09
(1.00)'

14.89 + 1.8
(6.80)'

39.54 + 8.32
(18.40)b

9.33 + 1.20
(6.20)'

p

20.56 + 3.25
(11.00)

24.42 ± 3.79
(12.00)

12.70 + 1.24
(9.50)

K

643.9 ±47.6
(442.5)'

1152± 196.4
(600.0)b

343.8 ± 24.8
(255.0)'

pH

8.26 ± 0.04
(8.20)'

8.27 + 0.09
(8.10)'

8.11 + 0.03
(8.10)h

SALTS

2.92 + 0.32
(140)'

3.29 ± 0.50
(1.80)b

1.45 + 0.13
(1.10)'

Soil
characteristic
0/0 OM

"TWO'W~lY

Nonseep main
(N ~ 164)

1.59 + 0.11
(1.30)'

fixed-elfects ANQVA ITI<)del included LANDFORM and SLOPE (slope position; loweI; middle, upper) as factors.

of record (1914,1917,1918,1921), prior to the
filling of American Falls Reservoir in 1927
(Brennan et al. 1996). Peak flows in the interval, 1914-1926, averaged higher than peak
flows in 1928-1956 and 1958-1990 (Table 4),

but the difference was only marginally significant for 1914-1926 vs. 1958-1990 (P = 0.0519).
In contrast, minimum flows were significantly
higher in 1928-1956 than in either 1914-1926
or 1958-1990.
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Fig. 2. Hydrologic record showing annual maximum,
mean, and minimum daily Haws (ems) of the Snake HiveI'
at the USGS gage near Murphy, Idaho. Years represent
water years (October to September).

Vegetation Composition
and Zonation

The Hora of the riparian zone was relatively
rich, with 185 species collected or observed,
63 of which were exotics. Most exotics (55)
were of Eurasian origin and have been naturalized, while a few (8) were adventive species
native to elsewhere in North America, Exotics
included several very common species: Palypogan mOfwspeliensis, Bromus tectorum, Lythrum salicaria, Solanum dlJ.carnara, Tamarix spp.
(T. chinensis and T. ramosissima; these were
not distingnished in the field), and Elaeagnus
angustifolia. Approximately 2/3 of tree density
and basal area was made up of exotics, with
Celtis mtieulata and Salix amygdaloides the
only regionally native tree species encountered during sampling. The most ubiquitous
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plant species included Salix exigua among
shrubs; Euthamia occidentalis among forbs;
Polypogon monospeliensis, Bromus tectorum,
and Distichlis spicata var. stricta among grasses;
Eleocharis erythropoda among emergents; and
Elaeagnu.'! angustifolia, Tamarix spp., and Salix
amygdaloide" among trees (Tahle 5).
On nonseep sites riparian vegetation
occurred in structurally distinct vertical zones
above mean river levcl (Fig. 3; Johnson et aI.
1995). Elevation ranges that follow arc averages across all nonscep sites, not deterministic
patterns that will hold on all sites. These were
defined, from lowest to highest, as emergent!
ephemeral (approx. -0.6 to -0.3 m) dominated
by wetland emergent plants (ScirpWi, Eleocharts, Polygonum), wctIm1d grasses (Polypogon,
Paspalum, Leptoehloa), and some annuals
(Bidem, Chenopodium) that colonize disturbed
shoreline/sandbar conditions; riparian shrubforh (-0.3 to 0.8 m) dominated primarily by
perennial herbaceous plants (Euthamia occidentalis, Solanum dukamara, Phalaris arundinacea) and willow (Salix exigua) thickets; tree
(0.8 to 1.4 m) dominated by Salix amygdaloides, Tarnarix, and Elaeagnus; transitional
grass-shrub (1.4 to 1.8 m) comprising various
species, including several grass species (Distichlis spicata, Bromus teetorum, Elymus triticoUles), weedy forhs (Koehia seoparta, Salsola
iberica, Cardaria draba), and/or shrubs (Rosa
woodsii, Toxicodendron rydbergU, Rhus aromatiea); and upland (> 1.8 m) dominated by
Artemisia tridentata, Sarcobatus vermiculatus,
Chrysothamnus spp., and Atriplex canescens,
Much upland was farmed in downstream areas,
with the native vegetation severely disturbed

TABLE 4. Comparison of annual means + SJ; of maximum, minimum, and mean daily flows (ems) for 3 intervals of water
years: 1914-192.6 (before American Palls Reservoir), 1928-19.56 (after American Fans, before Palisades Reservoir), and
1958-1990 (after Palisades'Reservoir). The years during which the dams at American Falls and Palisades were completed (1927 and 1957, respectively) are excluded from the analysis. Different letters within a row represent signifimnt
differences (P:::; 0.05) of flow among year intervals from I-way ANaVA and least squares means (SAS Institute 1985)
pairwise comparisons.
Water year intervals

1914-1926

1927-1956

Mean flow*

343.9 ± 19.5"

294.4 + 13.3b

323.6 + 12.4b

Maximum flow*'"

799.0 ± 61.9a

604.8 + 41.4],

654.6 + 3R.8b

Minimum flow

174.5 + 4.5.1

197.2 ± ,'3.0b

170.8 ± 2.8a

*ANOVA model for mean !low significant at P - 0.0892.
$*l'ai,wise comparison between 1914-1926 and 1958-1\lOO intervals significant at l' '" 0.052.

1958-1990
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5. Must ubiquitous vascular plant species by Jifeform group. Top 8 species (per group) with at least 10%
occurrence (detected at 4 of the 40 sampling sites or cross
sections) are listed u.
TABLE

Lifeform group/
Species
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% of cross sections

Tree diversity, density, and occurrence were
low in reach 1, generally increasing downstream
(Figs. 4, 5). Groves of Celtis reticuJata occurred
only on reach 1 sites. Other tree species
(Elaeagnus, Salix amygdaloides, and Tamarix)
did not become common until reach 2.

EMERGENTS

Eleocharis erythropoda
Sci.rpus acutu8
Sci.rpus pungens
funGus torreyi
'nJPha latffolia
Scirpus validus

78

45
45
35
35
10

GllASSES

Polypogon rrwnospeliensis
Distichlis spicula

80
78
73

Paspalum distichum.
Phala:ris arurulinacea

60
58

Elymus triti.coides

48
30

Bromm tectorum

Hordeum juhatum
Agropyron intermedium
Carex lanuginosa

25
25

FORBS

Euthamia occidentalis
Solidago gigantea
Solanum dulcamara
Lythrum salicaria.
Kochia scopmia
Apocynum cannahinum

90
60

60
53
48

Urlica dioica

45
45

Cardmia draba

40

SrmUBs

Salix exigua

83

Rihes aureum
Sarcobatus vermiculatu~
Rosa woodsu
'lbxicodendron rydhergii

58
50

Rhus arornatica

20
20
20
20

Artemisia tl"identata
Atl"iplex canescens
Suaeda torreyO.f1(t

40
23

TREES

Elaeagnus angustifolia

60

1'(tr/wrtx spp.

58
53

Salix amygdaloides
Ulmus pumila

30

Populus deltoides
Fraxinus pennsylvanica

20
15

Celtis reticulata

10

UNot all group~ had 8 special with at leu,t 1()% OI.-'CunenCl:'" Also, 2 groups list

9 ,\'pecie~ bemuse of ties in % orx-1n",x·,Il(.'e.

or absent. Most islands also did not contain
true upland shrub hahitat, but had dry grassland and forb interiors similar to the transitional grass-shrub habitat.
Longitudinal patterns lor trees and purple
loosestrile paralleled those of gradient, seepage, and sediment size. Loosestrife, absent
from sites sampled in reach 1, was abundant
downstream, particularly in reach 4 (Fig. 4).

Seeps
Seepage greatly altered vertical zonation
patterns of vegetation, sometimes allowing
lush herbaceous growth and occurrence of
wetland ohligate plants far upslope. Thickets
of shrubs sometimes occurred high on mainland hanks above seeps, and a few seep sites
had trees (in particular Elaeagnu8) growing
much higher than on nonseep banks. Most seep
sites, however, had little woody vegetation.
Seeps added diversity to the overall flora,
since several species were confined to seeps
and others were most abundant on seeps. Purple
loosestrife and Solanum dulcanwra were the 2
most common dominants on seep sites, followed
by Urtica dwica, Pha/am arundina<Jea, and Euthamia oceidentalis. Analysis of frequency of
occurrence showed that loosestrife occurred
on a significantly higher proportion (P < 0.05)
of seep hanks (12 of 23) than nonseep hanks
(22 of 85; Table 6), and seep quadrats (80 of
407) than nonseep qnadrats (74 of 1502; X2 =
93.677, P < 0.001). Phalam, Solanum, and
NastU1'tium officinale also occurred as quadrat
dominants on a significantly higher proportion
of seep banks than nonseep banks (P < 0.05).
Mimulus guttatus and Nasturtium occurred almost exclusively on seeps. Other species more
common on seeps than on nonseeps included
Veronica anagallis-aquatica, Typha latifolia,
Lycopus asper, Scirpus americanus, and Phragmites australis.
Areal Coverage of Hahitats
CURRENT VEGETATION EXTENT.-Riparian
vegetation covered approximately 388 ha in
1987 (Tahle 7), averaging 4.7 halkm of river.
Riparian shrub (223 hal dominated the riparian zone, followed hy dense woodland (68 hal,
riparian herbaceous (47 hal, and open woodland (45 hal. About 2/3 of all riparian habitat
was on mainland sites (258 hal, with 1/3 on
islands (129 hal. Riparian habitats covered
approximately 44% of total island area. Upland
vegetation occupied 48%, with agriculture (cropland, irrigated pasture, farmsteads) occupying
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total area of tree-sumpling plots (individual banks pooled)
per site.

another 9%. Riparian vegetation of islands was
composed of a higher percentage of riparian
shrub (65%) and dense woodland (23%), and
lower percentage of herbaceous riparian (3%),
than was the riparian zone on mainland banks
(54%, 15%, and 17%, respectively).
Nonriverine areas were dominated by upland vegetation (3701 hal and cropland (2931
hal, followed by towns and residential areas

combined (132 hal, nonriparian (nonriverine)
wetland categories and ponds (134 hal, and
minor categories (severely impacted areas,
planted trees, farmsteads etc.).
The relative proportion of upland to cropland changed longitudinally (Fig. 6). Upland
vegetation covered nearly 95% of the nonriver
area of reach 1. with intensive agriculture occupying less than 1%. Coverage by agdculture
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TAIlLE 6. Presence and absence of species as quadrat dominants on all seep and nonseep banks. Results in parentheses indicate continuity-adjusted chi-square analyses.

Banks
Nonseep

Species

EpiWbium ciUatum·
Lytltrums~

Nasturtium officin,aI,e"

Presence

2

Seep

Absence

Presence

Absence

1..'
(I df)

83

5

18

11.224

P

(8.253)

0.001
(0.004)

22

63

12

11

5.801
(4.646)

0.016
(0.031)

1

B4

10

13

35.410
(30.937)

<0.001
(<0.001)

Phalaris arondinacea

19

66

10

13

4.113
(3.844)

0.043
(0.078)

Solanum dulcamam

21

64

14

9

10.807
(9.220)

0.001
(0.002)

7

78

II

12

20.429

Urtica dioica"

(17.678)

<0.001
(<0.001)

-25% of the wll~ lllwe ~pocctcd counts <:5. Chi-sqw.re should he interpreted with CIlUt!C.'n.

increased to 65% in reach 4. Proportional coverage by riparian habitat also increased slightly downstream, from ahout 4% in reach 1 to
6% in reach 4.
Composition of riparian vegetation also
changed downstream (Fig. 7, 1987 data). Riparian vegetation in reach 1 was primarily riparian shrub (approx. 70%) and riparian herbaceous (26%). Woodland coverage increased
greatly downstream. from almost nonexistent
in reach 1 to 53 ha (43% of the riparian zone)
in reach 4. This matched the general pattern
observed for trees from the transect data.
Classification accuracy for the 1987 photographs was 85.7% among riparian categories,
or 74.8% when adjusted for chance agreement; and 89.9%, or 88%, respectively, for all
polygons (Table 8). Actual error rates are lower,
since classifiCation errors detected during
ground-truthing were corrected on the final
computer files and maps.
TEMPORAL CHANGE IN VEGETATION.-Area

of riparian habitat categories changed both in
time and space (Fig. 7). The most striking feature was the temporal increase in woodland
area in reaches 2-4, and no change or a slight
decrease in reach 1. Woodland increased on
both main and island banks, with especially
large increases in the dense woodland categOly (Fig. 8). Woodland area increased nearly

3-fold (3.5-fold if Celtis woodlands are excluded)
between 1938-39 and 1987. The increase in
woodland area (as a percentage of beginning
woodland area) appeared to be relatively consistent over the whole time series: an approximate 2.9% increase per year for 1939-1957,
2.6%/yr for 1957-1969, and 2.5%/yr for 19691987. Both open woodland and dense woodland
increased in area. Open woodland. increased
only slightly on islands, but dense woodland
increased nearly 20-fold, from only 1.5 ha in
1939 to 29.5 ha in 1987. On mainland banks
open woodland increased from 14 ha to 33 ba,
while dense woodland increased from 6 ha to
39 ha.
Total riparian area also increased'over time,
from 365 ha in 1938-;)9 and 1957 to 388 ha in
1987 (Figs. 7, 9). The anomalous decline in
total habitat in 1969 is probably due to riparian
herbaceous habitat being covered by higher
flows in the river on the date of the photograph. ViJtually all of the increase in total
riparian area was due to expansion of island
riparian vegetation between 1969 and 1987
(from 102 to 129 hal, and the largest increases
, occurred in reach 4 (Fig. 7d). Across the time
series, the increase in riparian woodland (76
hal far exceeded that of total riparian area,
suggesting that most woodland expansion
occurred through secondary succession within
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TABLE 7. Area of land cuver cl3sses for 1987 GIS coverage, middle Snake Riv~r.
Land/water cover catcJ;ories

Riparian herbaceous-mainland banks
Ripitrian herbaceous-island banks
Riparian shrub--mainhlnd bank!:;
Riparian shrub-island oonks
Rip<l.rian open woodlands-mainland hanks
Riparian open woodlands-island banks
Hipari.an dense woodlmldS-lTlainl,md banks
Riparian dense woodlands-island banks
Celtis woods
Riparian marsh
Unvegctated bankline-mainland banks
Unvegctated bankline-island banks
Upland vegetation-mainland hanks
Upland vegetation--isLand hanks
Upland woods, planted trees
Cropland-mainland h3Dks
Cropland-island bank'l
Fannstead-mainl.and banke;
Farmstead-island hanks
Uvestock pens, conals. etc.-mainland banks
Major I'lYdds*
Bridges/dams
Buildings
Boat landings/pmidnp; lot~, etc,
Towns, urban, and residential areas
Severely impacted areas
Unknown (unclassified)
Riparian of tributary streams
Riparian of irrigation canals or returns
1hbul.ary slreams·
lITigation canals or retums'"
L3ke/reservoir/pond
Nonriparian wetlands
Open river channel
Backwater, old river channel
Shallow areas in open river channel
Sand/mudflats ahmg mainland hanks
Sandlmudflats along island banks
Sand/exposed substrate in tributary slream
Aquatic vegttation
TOTAL
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20
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47.5
2931.5

10
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0
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0.4
4..6
1.0
1.7
22.8

12.3
132.0
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2

REACH

Fig. 6. Proportion of Innd cover

3

4

typt>_~

across dilTerent
reaches of the study arca from 1987 aerial photogrJ.phs.

DISCUSSION

37.2

0..5
15.7
18.7

1.8
0.1
1.6
129.0
1619.5
7.8
3.0
4.5

2.0
0.3
1.0

9315.8

*Generally diw.tizffi '" line r... . . turcs.

other riparian categories, rather than through
colonization of bars at the river margin.
Total island area increased by 14% (37 hal
from 1938--39 to 1987 (Fig. 10). Most of this
increase (76%) was due to expansion of island
riparian vegetation. About 59% occurred between 1969 and 1987, with very little change
between 1939 and 1957. This proportional
increase was more or less equal across all 4
reaches. Islands that became attached to main
banks during the time series were excluded
from the above analyses.

Vertical zonation of vegetation communities
reflects individualistic responses of species
and lifeform groups to underlying gradients of
decreasing scouring and flood disturbance,
decreasing frequency and length of inundation. and decreasing soil moisture (or increasing depth to water table) from the water's
edge to the top of the bank profile (J ohnson et
al. 1987, Auble et al. 1994). Elevation above
water surface serves as a surrogate variable
that integrates these underlying gradients. On
the middle Snake River, lower~elevation zones
are dominated by species tolerant of frequent
inundation and by ruderal, annual species. At
progressively higher elevations above mean
water surface, larger, longer-lived Iifeforms of
vegetation predominate-first perennial forhs
and shrubs (shrub-forb zone) and then trees.
Vegetation reverts to herbaceous perennial and
annual species and shrubs at higher elevations
(transitional grass-shrub and upland shrub
zones) as water becomes more limiting.
Vertical zonation patterns were affected by
seepage and anthropogenic disturbance. Both
were uhiquitous in downstream sections of the
study area. Seepage, in particular, changed the
patterning of vegetation, providing habitat for
seep-specialist species. obscuring tbe typical
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Fig. 7. Coverage of riparian habitats (excluding Celtis woodland) by reach across the time series of aerial photographs.

vertical moisture gradient, and supplying nutrients. Seeps were extremely variable, based on
the location at which moisture emerged in the
hillside and the amount of flow, and thus did
not produce apparent zonation patterns. Most
seepage was probably from leakage of irrigation canals or from elevated local water tables
due to irrigation, thus adding both moisture
and nutrients to the riparian community. Consequently, the incidence of seepage was greatest in downstream sections of the study area
where agriculture is the dominant land use.
The extent of riparian woodland in presettlement and prewater development times was
not investigated. We have determined, however, that riparian woodland has increased
considerably in the middle Snake River since

the late 1930s. The increase in woodland area,
especially large on islands, was accompanied by
an overall increase in island and total riparian
habitat as well as island area. Largest increases
in total riparian and island area occurred
between 1969 and 1987.
Several factors, alone or in concert, may be
responsible for these increases: declines in minimum flows since the 1950s, possible declines in
peak flows since the 1920s, planting and naturalization of exotic tree species, and sediment
inputs from intensive agriculture. Increased
woodland suggests that changes in the flow
regime enabled expansion of the riparian zone
and increased the suitability of islands and
mainland banks for tree establishment. Although
historic changes in the hydrograph have been
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Accuracy of photo interpretation of the major
cover categories, from results of field checks of GIS maps
(see Johnson et al. 1995 for methodology). K represents an

120

estimate of classification accuracy, corrected for chance

100

TABLE 8.

11 0

Riparian herbaceous
Riparian shrub
Riparian open woods
Riparian dense woods
Cropland
Upland
Wetlands
Upland trees
Stream riparian
TOTAL RIPARIAN

_DENSE WOODS-MAIN BANKS
[-~-=~~~:,';E,:;::fF;;;;::;:1l
WOODS-MAiN BANKS
~OPEN

!2ZaDENSE WOODS-ISLANDS
DOPEN WOODS-ISLANDS
f:Z5aCELT1S WOODS

agreement (Campbell 1987).
Cover category*'
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90

Total #
polygons

Total #
correct

38

32

71

64
9

% correct

5
33
35

33

16

14

12

12

7

7

84.2
90.1
75.0
60.0
100.0
88.6
87.5
100.0
100.0

126

108

85.7

12

3
31
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~

~

70

~
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~
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~

40

30
20
10

o
1938/39

74.8

1957
1969
YEAR OF PHOTOGRAPH

1987

TOTAL

(ALL CATEGORIES)

248

223

K~

89.9
88.0

"Severa] minor categories are not shown.

relatively minor, there has been a significant
decrease in minimum annual flow since the
1950s. With reduced minimum flows, river
margins have become exposed for longer periods during the growing season, leading to
expansion of riparian vegetation and downslope shifting of vegetation zones (Johnson
1994, Johnson et a!. 1995). Thus, lower minimum flows may 'have led to vegetation establishment on previously unvegetated surfaces
in the channel, increased island and riparian
area, and eventually (with succession) to
mature woodland.
Reduced peak flows also may be a factor.
Annual peak flows in the first 13 yr of record
(1914-1926) averaged significantly higher than
those after completion of American Falls and
Palisades dams. However, comparisons are difficult because there is no hydrograph record
prior to construction of older dams such as
Swan Falls. Reduction of peak flows may have
reduced the erosiveness of the river, allowing
expansion of woody vegetation (Johnson 1991,
1994).
The introduction and spread of exotic tree
species also may have contributed to woodland expansion in the Snake River system.
Tamarix and Elaeagnus have become well
established in the western United States since
the 1930s (Christensen 1962, 1963). In some
areas of the West, Tamarix has been an aggres-

Fig. 8. Changes in area of riparian woodlands on island
and main banks in the study area across the time series of
aerial photographs.
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Fig. 9. Changes in area of riparian habitats in the study
area across the time series of aerial photographs.

sive invader (Brotherson and Field 1987, Brock
1994) that has outcompeted native species and
occasionally caused system-wide changes in
channel morphology (Graf 1978, Nadler and
Schumm 1981, Blackburn et a1. 1982). On the
middle Snake neither of these species appears
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sequestering of fine sediments by Swan Falls
Dam, leaving little sediment for bar formation
and aggradation during floods. Also, large variation in river stage in reach 1 caused by the
power generation schedule and the V·shaped
channel may inhibit plant establishment. Celtis
woodlands in this reach occur at a high bank
gradient position, suggesting some independence from riverine influences (DeBolt and
McCune 1995).
Downstream the river flattens out and
widens, coverage by intensive agriculture increases, and bed material hecomes finer. The
sediment sequestering effect of dams attenu·
ates ,vith distance downsh·eam (Williams and
Wolman 1984), and fine sediments are added
downstream by tributary streams and irrigation returns. Because of this, downstream
reaches (especially reach 4) may provide a bet·
ter recruibnent environment for seedlings of
riparian trees as well as for purple loosestrife.
In addition, more trees have been planted in
the vicinity of human settlement downstream,
increasing local populations and seed sources
of exotic species like Elaeagnus, Tamanx, and

Ulmus.
to be an aggressive, system-altering invadet;
but both have probably benefited from the
effects of anthropogenic disturbance such as
salinization from irrigation seepage, moisture
amendments from irrigation, burning or clearing of the riparian zone, and cattle grazing (Car.
man and Brotherson 1982, Brotherson and
Field 1987).
In the contemporary river approximately
2/3 of the trees are exotic species, principally
Elaeagnus and Tamarix. These species not only
may be more tolerant of anthropogenic distur·
bance (grazing, burning, etc.) and possess dif·
ferent regeneration niches than Salix (Irvine
and West 1979, Howe and Knopf 1991, Shafroth
et al. 1995), but also may occur slightly higher
in the riparian zone than do the native willows
(Knopf and Olson 1984). Increases in irriga·
tion and anthropogenic disturbance may have
particularly benefited Elaeagnus, which does
not depend on depositional habitat near the
river for regeneration as Salix does. The native
Salix woodlands probably have increased in
area also, since they currently make up nearly
half of the trees in reach 4.
The paucity of trees and exotic herbaceous
plants (LytJl7'um) in reach 1 may be related to
the relatively steep stream gradient and to

The proliferation of purple loosestrife in
the 1990s could have significant future consequences for vegetation-channel dynamics. In
wetlands in the eastern United States, looseshife is an aggTessive invader that crowds out
native species and degrades wildlife habitat
(Thompson et a1. 1987). Our observations suggest that loosestrife is widespread, spreading,
and prolifically colonizing gravel bars under
low flow conditions on the middle Snake. Seeps
may provide the reservoir of propagules for
colonization during these recruitment windows,
offering wet, high.nutrient conditions that enable loosestrife to flourish locally until prolonged low flows expose available substrate.
Unlike many native species colonizing gravel
bars, loosestrife is a fall perennial, grows in
monospecific stands, reproduces vegetatively
or by seed, and can withstand significant flood
training and inundation by flowing water.
TI,ese characteristics may enable loosestrife to
persist better than native annual species on
gravel bars, perhaps leading to enhanced sediment trapping by vegetation and eventual bar
aggradation and stabilization. The effects of
such a new species to the system could lead to
further riparian rone expansion and perhaps
even closure of small, shallow channels. This
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would be of special concern along the middle
Snake because of the possible land-bridging of

islands that serve as waterfowl nesting areas
(Johnson et al. 1995). The influence of purple
loosestrife on channel dynamics and geomorphology in riverine systems deserves close
monitoring and further study.
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